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Key features

4 bedrooms
3.5 bathrooms
Sleeps 8
Private pool
Balcony
BBQ

Bedrooms

Bedroom 1 - King-size bed
Bedroom 2 - King-size bed
Bedroom 3 - King-size bed
Bedroom 4 - King-size bed

Inside

A delightful open concept allows for free-flowing traffic to breeze by throughout the 1st floor. The
deluxe kitchen appears to be straight out of a magazine, showcasing a fully stocked wraparound island
with a solid granite counter top, built-in stainless-steel appliances, and an endless array of cabinetry.
Additional storage space and an overhead range hood are just some of the extra details that help bring
this galley to the top of the list.

The banquet room features marble flooring, overhead pendant lighting, black and white seating, and
plenty of room for a party of ten.

The den highlights an extra long couch, rustic wood block seating, a rounded woven coffee table, wall-
mounted flat-screen television, and sliding glass door access to the patio out back.

The private en suites are designed in opulent fashion, providing everything from highly appointed
streamlined vanities to a spa-worthy walk-in shower with ultra-wide tiling.
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Outside

Fresh grass, patio furnishings, and a designer pool amass the backyard, along with a beautiful fusion of
marble flooring, tiled coverings, and planked decking. If you ever imagined what it would be like to be
the King of your own private island, this is your chance to find out.

Offering privacy and a touch a romance, take a leisurely stroll through the lush and magnificently
designed garden, guaranteed to capture your heart. And don't forget to take advantage of the weather
by dining alfresco amongst an endless backdrop of idyllic tropical foliage, bringing the vacation of your
dreams to life.
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